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Montgomery County’s newest retire-
ment community, Arcadia at Limerick
Pointe, is set to open in Fall of 2020. 
Defying the cookie cutter approach to
senior living, Arcadia is defining the 
future by offering an innovative commu-
nity based on faith and family. 

Arcadia will be the only true Inde-
pendent living community in the Limer-
ick area offering luxury and outstanding
amenities as a rental concept without
large buy in fees. A $50.1 million project,
Arcadia will offer the full continuum of
care with 160 Independent Living, 
Personal Care, and Memory Care apart-
ments. Arcadia is close to 200,000 square
feet, and there is a growing wait list of 
individuals who are ready to make this
community their home.  

Developed by Vantage Point Retire-
ment Living, a family-owned and oper-
ated organization, Arcadia was born out
of the belief that seniors deserve more
when it comes to senior living and 
reflects the core values of principles 
Greg and Rita Stevens. 

“We believe that our family culture is
what deeply resonates with our senior res-
idents and their families. It has been the
cornerstone of our philosophy for 25
years. Anyone making the decision to live
or work in our communities will find our
community to be special in its commit-
ment to care and holding close the impor-
tance of individual integrity and respect.”

Vantage Point’s acclaimed and trade-
marked “Compass Memory Care”
neighborhood reflects the passion of
Rita Stevens who oversees every aspect
of creating an environment designed to
promote the best quality of life for the
residents who will call Arcadia home. 

(Continued on page 20)

Arcadia at 
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Arcadia is building an amazing team
of over 100 like-minded employees
whose approach to their positions will be
cultivated in kindness, transparency, and
innovative thinking. Executive Director
Karen Garland will be leading the way
towards realizing that vision for all areas
of living at Arcadia. 

She explains, “My emphasis will be to
select caring staff and train them in 
customer service. As our staff becomes a
part of your daily life, you will be com-
forted in knowing that they understand
your personal needs and be trained to 
anticipate how to support you. The
warmth and love shared throughout your
time at Arcadia, will be like one’s own
family where laughter, support, under-
standing, and empathy shall always be
present.”

Arcadia at Limerick Pointe also 
enjoys a unique affiliation with St.
Teresa of Calcutta, delivering compre-
hensive faith-based programming
within the retirement community – 
regardless of denomination – to satisfy
our very human need to connect 
spiritually. 

Father Brandt, founding Pastor of St.
Teresa’s, says, “If a resident has a basis of
faith and spirituality, it can be strengthened
easily in an environment like Arcadia. It
promises to be a space where spirituality
and faith can become a focus and does not
need to be divisive but inclusive, being able
to find what they have in common and to
share that experience.”

This pioneering combination of faith-
based family values and modern quality
of life defines the foundation of Arcadia.
For more information please visit us at
www.arcadialife.com or reach out to
team@arcadialife.com. Arcadia at Limer-
ick Pointe is located at 51 West Arcadia
Drive, Limerick PA near the intersections
of Ridge Pike and Lewis Road.
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